
Promotional releases

New Products-June 2014

AU$110.00  
AU$120.00 

 

+ 125 AZZA 

Club points

+
This basket includes the ‘Fold-out pages’ 
AZZA Focus Kit and the ‘Sofia-Lima’ AZZA 
Studio kit. Offer valid until the 30th June.

PAN 009 
 ‘June’ Basket  - AU$110.00 



Fold-out pages

AZZA Studio Sofia Lima

The techniques to make fold-out pages explained step by step in an 80-page 
illustrated book (FR-EN-ES) + a set of fold-out pages ‘Sofia’ and a set ‘Lima’. 
The kit is delivered in a kraft paper box (32 x 38 cm). 

                            ‘Fold-out Pages’ AZZA Focus Kit - AU$70.00 
ALI 656

Closed format: 30 x 30 cm - 2 page sets per 
pack - 5 holes - woven

                            Fold-out pages ‘Sofia’ - AU$18.50 
ALB 930 ALB 931 

                          Fold-out pages ‘Lima’ - AU$18.50

                            ‘Fold-out Pages’ Focus Book - AU$40.00
ALI 606 

6 illustrated info sheets (FR-EN-ES), 6 different sketches, 18 commented 
scrapbooking models and the duo of stencils + a sheet of ‘Daisies’ self-adhesive 
figures.

                         ‘Sofia - Lima’ AZZA Studio Kit - AU$50.00 

ALI 566  

These flowers, pre-cut in double-sided Self-adhesive paper, 
are perfect for pasting velvet powder or sand on them. 
Format 10 x 15 cm - 1 sheet per pack

                            ‘Daisies’ Self-adhesive figures - AU$9.00 
PAP 405   

Format: 30 x 30 cm

‘Sofia-Lima’ Duo Stencils - AU$25.00 
GAB 905  

Stimulate your 

creativity and save time 

by getting inspiration 

from the models and 

tips included in the 

info sheets ‘Sofia-Lima 

AZZA Studio’
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Butterflies, bring 
an early summer 

touch in your craft

The butterfly effect

A 20-page illustrated booklet (FR-EN-ES), a sheet of stamps, a duo of decoration stencils 
and a sheet of paper figures. The kit is delivered in a transparent A4 pouch.

 ‘Butterflies’ AZZA Thema Kit  - AU$70.00 
KIT 535    

Decoration Duo stencils perforated with 
different designs. Format : 15x10.5 cm 

‘Butterflies’ Decoration Duo stencils  - AU$14.00
GAB 566 

Transparent stamps 
 Format: 14 x 18 cm

 ‘Butterflies’ Stamps - AU$33.50
TAM 492     

These designs, pre-cut in double-sided self-adhesive paper, are perfect for pasting velvet powder or sand on them. 
Format 10 x 15 cm - 1 sheet per pack

 ‘Hibiscus’ self-adhesive figures - AU$9.00 
PAP 403      

Butterflies in different sizes and different 
models, pre-cut in paper. Format 29.7 x 6.3 cm 
- 21 figures per pack

‘Butterflies’ Silhouette figures - AU$9.00 
PAP 974      

 ‘Butterflies’ sel-adhesive figures   - AU$9.00 
PAP 404      
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Pre-cut paper shapes + illustrated instructions for 
mounting. Format: A4

‘Butterflies’ Pop-Up   - AU$9.00 
POP 012       

For our decoration range, to embellish decorative shapes 
and paper frames, but also for card-making, to add to your 
invitations, menus, birthday cards, etc. And don’t forget 
scrapbooking pages. Format: A4 - An AZZA exclusivity.

     Decoration stencils - AU$33.50 
GAB 653        
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Pre-cut paper shape. Format: 10.5 x 10.5cm
‘Butterfly’ Giant paper figures  - AU$8.50

PAP 559      

Enhance the decor of your scrapbook pages, greeting cards 
and decorative objects through Butterflies’ XL figures! 
These large figurines in white paper-cut, coloring ink, chalk 
or felt. To make it easier to set color, choose the stencil 
decoration ‘Butterflies’. Also consider placing the wings 
embossed on 3D foam stickers. 

     Decoration stencils - AU$9.00 
PAP 802

Enrich the decoration of your scrapbooking pages, 
congratulation cards or decoration objects with 
this butterfly!

Use the decoration 

stencil ‘Papillon’ for 

colouring.
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Square resin pellets

ACC 327
    Square (30 pcs) - 1.5 cm - AU$15.00 

  ACC 328
     Square (12 pcs) - 2.5 cm - AU$15.00

ACC 329
     Square (9 pcs) - 3.5 cm - AU$19.00 

Self-adhesive, ready for use, in different sizes

Give relief to 

your decorations, 

enhancing a motif, a 

word, a photo scrap...

Vertical double pages

Appropriate for ‘Sensations’, ‘Reportage’ and ‘Coup de Coeur’ albums.
5 pages per pack - Open format: 30 x 60 cm - Closed format:  30 x 30 cm - 5 holes - Woven

ALB 820
            ‘White’ - AU$18.50

ALB 821
             ‘Mist’ - AU$18.50

The double vertical page 

has a fold that opens 

towards the top to 

make the composition 

especially dynamic
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250
‘Imaginary Butterfly’ Micro Stamp - TAM 616
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Illustrated info sheets, 5 album pages with pre-printed sketches, a stencil to work with 
the photos, a decoration stencil, a sheet of lace figures. (The products are not sold 
separately). Format: 32 cm x 26 cm

AZZA Kid’Z - ‘Zoo’ - AU$46.00  
KIT 709       


